In a recent commentary in the International Journal of Obesity, Roberts and Leibel 1 state that repeated studies show no consistent relationship between weight gain and what is expected to be the logical precursor: either excess energy intake or de®cient energy output. They note that measurement imprecision and small samples sizes could contribute to this. Optimistically, they postulate that the problem of determining which is the`cause' of obesity will be resolved by genetic studies. They propose that clean phenotypes of overeating or underactivity will emerge in relation to speci®c gene polymorphisms. This, they hopefully propose, will lead to better targeted intervention programs. They do not explain why, if such phenotypes do exist, there is an acknowledged universal longterm failure of single or combined intervention with energy restriction or exercise. I propose also that an investigation of lean people in search of`undereating'`excess' activity would be a frustrating one, as would any effort at lifestyle change aimed at maintaining a signi®cant weight gain throughout life in a naturally lean subject.
Alternatively, a change of paradigm may be imminent, consistent with a growing amount of evidence about the nature of weight regulation in the thin, the normal and the obese. In this paradigm there is no simple`excess' energy intake any more than there is low' expenditure. Stunkard's landmark studies revealed that both thinness and fatness are strongly inherited. 2 Strong genetic in¯uences govern the amount of fat in the body and the site in which it deposits. 3, 4 With the discovery of the Ob gene, leptin and its receptor we can now begin to understand how fat mass regulation occurs. Variation in the leptin level feeds back to in¯uence all modalities of fat accumulation: energy ingestion, thermogenesis and physical activity. A putative defect in the component should be compensated for by the other components in this feedback loop.
The achievement of adequate fat stores is a vital survival mechanism of the human species. It is also clear from knockout animal models that vital energyrelated processes are usually redundant to ensure the species survival.
The prediction from the new paradigm is that, except for rate mutations, we will not discover simple`overeaters' or`underexercisers' due to gene polymorphisms. We will instead ®nd those whose fat storage is set high, medium or low. Their genetically prescribed fat mass is dependent for expression on the limitations allowed by their current environment hence the dramatic increase in obesity when harsh environments change for the better. I suggest the phenotypes to be sought are the phenotypes which cause an adverse quantity or site of fat deposition involving all means of energy accumulation. I suggest we should relinquish the current simplistic but misleading paradigm.
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